





(A paru Ie 30 septembre 1964)(Rev. Zool. Bot. Afr., LXX, 1-2).
The habitats of the Lake Victoria TiIapia species have been, de-
scrr~bed by LoWE, (1956) and FRYER (1961). Although most of their
work was done on fish of adult size, both of these workers noted
something of the distribution of the fry, attention in particular being
paid to habitat preferences and possible competition between native
and exotic species. Little is known however of the factors, both phy-
sical and ecological, at play on the beaches and other parts of the
shallow lake littoral which are universally used as a habitat by the
young of TiIapia species. Furthermore since the above work was car-
ried out several features have changed in Lake Victoria. The first of
these, the rise in lake level, has during 1963 and 1964, submerged or
changed the naturreCff the lake shore, rrendering the papyrus swamp
channels mentioned by LOWE (1956) unsuitable as habitats for fry.
Secondly, at various times since 1953, the Lake has been stocked
with sev,eral exotic species of Tilapia which have attained varying
degrees of suooess. Thus to the two native species have been added
a further three, all occurring regularly on the shores of the lake.
One such species, T. zilli, drew comment from FRYER (1961) on its
success and the consequent possibility of competition with T. varia-
bilis whose juvenile habitats it shares. Since the time of his obser-
(East African Freshwater Fisheries Research Organization, Jinja, Uganda).
The habitats and habitat preferences







vations the numbers of this fish have increased still further. As the
biology of the young stages is of fundamental importance in the life
of any fish it was determined to undertake an investigation into the
factors influencing the choice of habitats by the young Tilapia, both
native and introduced, and to gain some guide to the interrelations
between these va-rious species. This investigation involved exclusively
the shallow littoral of the 'lake since, as has been said above, this
constitutes the universal habitat of young Tilapia. The littoral con-
sists for the most part of beaches, either muddy (with a soil sub-
strate, more e~,peciany at the present time of an abnormally high
lake level), sandy or rocky, but also with fairly frequent swampy
areas. Such swampy areas may be small bays or indentations in the
coast, but are more commonly the estuarine areas of small inflowing
stl'eams· anti rivers. All these types of shoreline are discussed below







PART I. HEILD OBSERVATIONS.
METHODS AND LOCALITIES.
Chemical conditions wer,e generally samp'led from the shore out·
'Yards at regular intervals, ,depending on the type of beach. Samples
of water :for dissoI,ved oxygen estimations were taken with a « Cas-
sella " type saJOlpler, ,the subsequent determinations being carried
out by Winkler's method. Estimates of percentage saturation were
taken using the figures of TRUESDALE, DOWNING and LOWDEN (1955).
pH. was read using BJD.H. ,Cresol red; and conductivity was deter-
mined with a « Dionic " water tester. Fish were sampled using seine
nets, one of synthetk fibre netting of 4 meshes to the inch 100 feet
long and 10 feet in depth; the other was a small net made of cotton
mosquito gauze, 20 feet long by 6 feet deep. Hauls with these nets
wer,e made at right angles to the shore line, to give a comprehensive
picture of the total population. Other hauls were made parallel to
the shore line at suitahle regular intervals; these gave more de-
tailed information of percentage representation and length compo·
sition at varying distances from the shore. The young fish were iden-
tified by the methods described by WELCOMME (in press) and alJ mea-
surements were taken as standard lengths. No attempt was made to
identify Haplochromis into species, principally due to the difficul-
ties of separating the large numbers of similar -fish of the small size








































Beaches both at Jinja (north) and Mwanza (south) ends of the
lake were sampled on a simple presence or absence basis, but on
a few, more detai,led studies were carried out.
In measurement of the physical composition of the beaches a sub-
jective sca'!,e was us,ed to indicate the relative degree of exposure as
follows:
O. Very sheltered: No wave action except slight rippling on water
surface with Amplitude up to 5 ems.
1. Slight wave action occasionally: Amplitude of waves up to
20 ems. Predominant winds offshore.
2. Moderate wave action occasionally: Amplitude 20-40 ems. when
present. Pr,edominant winds offshore at one time of day,
on-shore at another.
3. Moderate continuous wave action: 20-50 ems. white horses often
seen off-shore. Exposed to predominant winds throughout
the day.
4. Ext'reme continuous wave action: Aibove 40 ems. white horses
frequently seen. Beach often exposed to main lake with
ground swell even in the absence of large waves.
N.B. (1) The prevailing winds of Lake Victoria show a daily 'shift
at about 12.00 hours from N!E. ,to E. in the morning backing toS.W.
to W. in the aftertoon, therefore a beach which is exposed in the
morning may be sheltered in the afternoon.
(n) The usual state of the beach indicated abov,e may be tempo-
rar1ly altered by aberrant weather conditions such as severe storms
or periods of prolonged calm.
The s'lope of the beach was assessed by measuril'lg the depth at
regular intervals, and expressed as mean fall in centimetres per
metre.




1. Lagoon 0 1.4 mud Moderate uniformly over
area.
2. Lagoon 0 Uniform depth mud Absent in deeper water,
of 100 ems. fringe around lagoon.
3. Grass swamp 0 Uniform depth mud Moderate uniformly OV~1
of 30 ems. area.
-4
Shelves at 4 Sand/mud
ems. and 30 ems.
to 200 ems.
4. Papyrus swamp 1
Napoleon Gulf
5. Sailing Club 2 1.5
6. Pier beach 2 16
7. Slipway 2 2.3
8. Rocky shore Z 150
9. Nassu point 3 13








Absent in channel, dense
surrounding.
Moderate for the depth
of the beach.

























Sand. Sparse submerged vege.
tation.
Rock Nil.7416. Rocky shore
MWANZA;,(33: 'E. 20 30'S.).
11. Shed 1 10
12. Ashok 2 10
13. Butimba 2 7
14. Mikuyuni 2 16
15. Aerodrome 3 II
1133,(
Table 1. - Characteristics and location of the beaches investigat,ed
HYDROlJOGY OF THE BEACHES. 1132·(
Lake Victoria, in common with many East African Lakes, under-
goes considerable changes in level, often quite rapidly. Of these chan-
ges the most marked is the biannual rise and fall in sympathy with
the rainy and dry seasons. Other fluctuations are tied to more long
term cyclical phenomena involving larger variations. Whilst the full
picture appears complex there is no doubt that at present the Lake
has risen to exceptionally high levels, (Uganda Water Development
Department Annual Reports) and (Fig. 1). The net result of these
changes is that the shore line of the lake is unstable, in that within
a few years beaches or swamps may appear and disappear again. The
shores investigated were of many types differing widely in the num-
bers and kinds of fish associated with them. Certain of them, for in-
stance the drowned forest fringe, choked with Pistia, the « Nile cab·
bage ", support very few fish, mostly of the genera Aplocheilichthy5,
Protopterus, Ctenopoma and small Clarias. Similar fauna are found
in the extensive papyrus swamps that float at pres,ent up to twenty
feet above the bottom. These two types of shore comprise the majo-
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there are the beaches, of rock, sand and mud and also the lagoons,
formed behind the papyrus fringe, by the rising Lake level. Both ot
these areas ,abound with cichlid fish whose genera depend on the
type of beach.
The nature of the beaches of the Lake was found to vary consi-
derably, dependent on the morphological characters comprising their
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Fig. 1. - Maxi.:num and minimum water levels at Jinja from 1941 to 1963.
Drawn from data supplied by Uganda Water Development Department and
. Uganda Electricity Bond.
would set up and maintain gradients of physical and chemical con-
ditions, or « Gradient» beaches, and those that would not, or « Non
Gradient» beaches. For the establishment of gradient conditions It is
a pre-requisite to have an area of shallow statk water for at leasT
part of the day. This period shou!d preferably be from 0900 hrs. to
BOO hrs. daily 'when the sun's action is at a maximum. All beaches
that by their geography could not maintain such areas of water, fell
into the second category.




The major factor which controls most other aspects of the beach,
is the slope. If the.re is a shallow slope, even moderate wave action
can ibe damped, if the ,beach extends far enough. Similarly a shallow
slope involves a considerably greater diurnal heating and cooling of
the water. UsuaJly also vegetation can gain a hold and increase the
protection of the beach. If on the other hand the slope is over steep,
no degree of shelter can alter the physical and chemical conditions
from those of the Lake; temperature fluctuations ,remain minim<Jj
and similar to the main surface water mass of the lake. In etfect the-
refore the pre-requisite for gradient conditions is a shaUow shelving
beach; the reqtrired degree of slope dependhlg on other features ot
the beaches morphology.
2. Exposure.
At 'th(5. hi~herexposl1res (see 3-4 above) wave action brings about
continuous mixing of the water of the beach with that of the Lake. On
beaches of lesser exposure (1-2), gradients were often formed espe-
cially if additional shelter was gi'ven by the presence of vegetation.
It appeared that 'once a gradient was set up it 'could withstand a mo-
derate amount of wave action (to a wave amplitude of Cl'bout 30 cms.).
Therefore beaches with more turbulent afternoon conditions were
often capable of forming and maintaining gradient conditions. Most
of 'the Ibeaches studied fell into this category; only lagoons and extre-
mely sheltered beaches (type 0), were always ripe for extremes of
chemical and physical conditions, weather permitting.
3. Vegetation.
On the more sheltered shores, vegetation exerts a considerable
effect on the turbulence actually reaching the beach. Mats of floating
vegetation damp the waves, and stands of submerged or emergent
plants often act as complete barriers. Thus often areas of stiH water
we.re to !be found behind even thin strips of grass or reeds. The most
extreme ·examples of this kind of protect.ion were the lagoons, often
extensive, produoed behind papyrus fringes by rises in Lake level.
Vegetation exerts an additional effect in that it supports the nume-


































Although the nature of the bottom does not directly affect the
turbulence of the water, except in the hold it affords to vegetation,
it c'oes affect the chemical conditions. For instance gradients of pH.
and Conduotivity are ,largely absent from hard bottomed beaches
(sand and rock) whereas on mud these gradients are often prominent.
In addition the dissolved oxygen content of the water on mud bot-
tomed beaches generally falls at night whereas that of sand or rock
shores usually increases.
Note may be made of the deposition of silt on the shallow beaci1e~,
which, were it not for the ris'e and fall in Lake level, would almost
certainly tend to become weed choked and eventually dry land.
The conditions on «non gradient» beaches are moderately stable;
the temperature changes but little in agreement with that ~f the
Lake water and conditions of pH. and conducthnity respond in the
same way. Dissolved oxy>gen is usually higher in response to il:he agi-
tation at the waters edge. On « gradient » beaches, by contrast, con-
sidemble changes in the temperature and often the dissolved oxygen
occur daLly, whereas if gradients of pH. and conductivity are f~und
these are usually moderately stable .
The temperature on the beach relative to the Lake undergoes a
diurnal cycle (Fig. 2). By day the warming action of the sun heats
the waters edge considerab'ly above the Lake temperature. This dit-
ference persists until late in the day, when rapid cooling of the shal-
low waters Jeads to a reversal of the gradient which persists throug-
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Fig. 2. - Fluctuations of temperature at the shore (6 cm. depth) and L<Jke
(50 cm. depth) ends of <J semi sheltered beach (locality 5 in Table I).
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eacll end of the beach in both cases (Fig. 3). In small lagoons or ponds
not in 'contact with the Lake water no gradient exists although maxi-
mum temperatures are similar to those of equivalent depths of water
on the beach. In larger ,lagoons where sufficient water area and depth
is attained gratiient conditions are possible. On hard bottomed
beaches no considerable variations in pH., Conductivity or dissolved
oxygen are found, but on mud bottoms gradients of these conditions
exist.







Fig. 3. - Variations in physical and chemical conditions with distance from
the waters edge on a semi"sheltered beach of the lake, (locality 5 in Table I).
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Fig. 3. shows the range of variation that exists on a semi-sheltered
beach of the Lake shore (exposure No.2. in the above mentionedse-
ries). The beach was mud bottomed with a belt of submerged vege-
tation from 9-25 metres out from the shore. This belt of vegetation
,.' was responsible for the complete damping of wave action. Tempera-
ture, as mentioned above, fluctuated diurnaHy, reaching its maxim'lID
variation in the calm shallow water behind the weeds. DissoJved oxy-







creased on the offshore edge of the belt, presumably by the increa<;ed
turbulence in this region. Dissolved oxygens were generally Jower at
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Fig. 4. - Variations in physical and chemical conditions with distance from the
waters edge on the beach of a sheltered lagoon, (locality 1 in Table I).
corded in the very shallow waters. Conductivity and pH. were higher
at the edge but dropped sharply to the low conditions of the Lake
and fluctuated only slight'ly during the day.
Similar conditions existed on the beach of a large shallow lagoon
(,Fig. 4). The temperature rises to much the same maxima during the
> -. - ~ ~-~--
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day, but nocturna1'ly falls to a uniform minimum showing no « rever-
sal» of gradient. The dissolved oxygen in the deep water was uniform-
ly low, possi,bly due to the anaembic mud bottom and the extreme
shelter afforded by floating mats of v,egetation. In shallower waters,
however, changes occurred, with heightened tensions early in the
morning that dropped during the day. In the region of maximum
vegetation, t,ensions were higher during the day than at night. Con-
ductivity and pH. both showed more extreme conditions on the shal-
lower water. Often, after heavy rain, atypical condit,ions would pre-
vail, as the influx of low-conductivity, well-aerated water would have
a more extf'eme effect on the shallow water th,.an on the deep. Some
time would have to elapse befor,e more normal conditions re-assert~d
themselves. This effect was less noticeable on the beaches of the Lake
where less extreme conditions were common. These wef'e due largely
to the frequent intef'ohange of water during times of storms or high
winds. • ~
THE FISH FAUNA OF THE BEACHES.
On all of the Beaches examined species of oichlid fish compris~d
the major permanent populations. On some occasions very large cat-
ches of other species, the pelagi'c Engraulicypris argentaeus (PELLE-
GRIN:) for examp},e, exceeded the totalcichlid catch, but this speci~s
was' not Tegaf'ded as a permanent element in the fauna of the
beach. The main genera of the Lake Victoria cichlids, Tilapia and
Haplochromis were found to have an inversely related distribution
pattern, with Haplochromis predominating both on the « non gra-
dient » beach and in the deeper waters off the « gradient» beachBs;
Tilapia on the other hand were confined to « gradient » beaches and
related 'environments.
Some idea of the relati,ve severity of the temperature gradient may
be obtained ,by sulbtracting the lake temperature from that at the
edge of the beach. Table 2 shows the relative percentages of Haplo-
ohromis and Tilapia present at thes,e various degrees of difference.
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Table 2. - Relative percentages of Haplochromis and Tilapia species at various
beach temperatures above lake temperature.
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It is apparent that the greater the temperature at the edge of the
beach - thus the greater the gradient - the less part do Haplochro-
mis p'1ay in the 'population of the beach. When negative gradients
apply (when the lake tempemture is higher than that of the /beach).
Tilapia still make up a considerable though l-essened proportion of
the fish caught. On the « non gradient" beaches Haplochromis us'ually
comprise 90-100 % of cichlid species.
Similarly filuctuatJions in temperature throughout the day evoke
similar responses in the f,ish populations. Fig. 5 ~hows the numbers
and relative percentages of dchlid fish of a shetered beach (The
Sailing Club, Jinja) for three different tempenature conditions. The
data is drawn from hourly samplings over three individual days, each
separated by at least two days ~
On the coldest day, 23°C, Haplochromis formed a constant if lOW
,percentage Off the catch. At an int,ermediate Itemperature of 34°C,
(maximum) Haplochromis were absent for one hour at the hottest pe-
riod of the day and at. 38cC (maximum) fish of this,genus were entirely
absent for four hours. In both cas,es, however, they formed a conspicu-
ous part of the catch in the morning and evening. As lititle movement of
these fishes appeared to occur after nightfall, the individuals falling to
the bottom and « sleeping ", it was assumed that the concentration
did not change much between 2100 hI'S. and dawn at 0630 hI'S. Obser-
vation showed that the major influx of fish onto the beaches occured
between 0800 hI'S. until BOO hI'S. during the main period of tempera-
ture increase.
- 12-
One other genus of dchlid fish was present on the beaches, the
mollusc eating Astatoreochromis alluaudi PELLEGRIN, which was dis-
tributed mainly on muddy beaches with a pl.entiful snail populatwn.
These were mostly small fishes of 5-7 cms. length but occasi.onally
adults of up to 12 -cms. were taken. Of the « non.cichlids )} Engrau,
licypris argentaeus was plentifully represented on most exposed
beaches by -large shoals of uniformly sized fish. These shoals would
often appear and disappear within an hour and,as such could not be
regarded as a stable part of the beach fauna. Four species of Barbus
were .encountered and di,Hered slightly as to the type of beach upon
which they occured. B. kersteniPETERS and B. apleurogramma Buu-
LENGER were found on mud beaches as well as over rock and sand. ~
whereas B. paludinosus PETERS and B. jacksoni GUNTHER were found
mainly over sand. The cyprinodont species Aplocheilichthys pumilus
BOULENGER was found on aH sheltered and swampy areas where it
often contribued largely to the populedion. Three species of Clarias,
C. carsoni BOULENGER, C. alluaudi BoULENGER and C. mossambicus PE-
TERS were distributed on the more swampy beaches, large numbers
often Ibeing caught ,in the rainy season. Of the three, C. mossambicus
was present on more open beaches, the younger fish, up to 30 cms.
were taken on the sheIving portion and the larger individuals lurked
off deeper water. The other species 'were confined to overgrown gras-
sy areas and papyrus fringes.
With the exception of Engraulicypris, these other species com-
prised at the most fi,ve percent of the catch at any particu'lar time.
Thus .little ecological pressure, either by predation or competition,
is exerted by any but the two prindpalcichlid genera, Tilapia and
Haplochromis.
DISTRIBUTION OF CICHLID FISH ON THE BEACHES.
From Fig. 5 and the comments on the different distributions of
Haplochromis and Tilapia (see above) it is apparent that migrations
on and off the beaches occur. Under the hottest weather conditions,
which predominate for the larger 'part of the year, numbers of fish
migrate on to the beaches during the morning. The water temperature
at 1400 to 1500 hours reaches a maximum of 38 to 38.5°C. at the very
edge and is probably excessive for the young Tilapia (the Haploohro-
mis having of course -left the beaches before such temperatures are



















































O' HOT DAY 38.S·C MAX'.
o ...... WARM DAY 34 C MAX
--+- COLD DAY 24 ·c MAX
temperature is close to the lethal ,limits of most Tilapia species. ]\s
might be expected, the fish show avoidance reactions before this
tempemture is reached and migrate to deeper water. On the decline
of the t,emperature affer 1500 hrs. there is still a positive gradient
which induces f,ish to return to the shaillower waters. At a s,lightly
lower maximum temperature, 34°C., decline in numbers still takes













































Fig. 5. - Variations in numbers and percentages of Hap/ochromis and Ti/apia
at hourly intervals on three days with differing temperature cO:l.ditiom, (loca·
Ety 5 in Table I).
as that of the hotter day. The decline in number coiltiriued into the
evening, possibly due to the lack of sufficient stimulus to migrate
back onto the beach; for the temperature gradient condition equalled
that of the .lake by 1700 hrs., rather than at 1900 hrs., as at 38°C. maxi-
mum. Under thecoIaest conditions possible, those of a rainy overca"t
day, far fewer ,fish were present. Some moved onto the beach d'lrmg
the ear.lier part of the morning but subsequent nettings yeilded de-
creasing numbers of fish. It is likely that once the population was
established littI.e migration on or off the beach occurred. The removal
of fish by repeated nettings would account for the reduced catches
of the latter part of the day.
Further factors tending to inf,luence the infIux of fish were those
of turbulence and turbidity. ,At times of storm, or high wind, when
- 14-
the beach was washed by waves, fish were notably absent from the
beach. At these times too, the turbidity of the water was very high.
As the young Tilapia feed mainly on epiphytic organisms, the clog-
ging of the host plant with ·silt would affect the mode of feeding ad·
versely. In addition the young fish appear positively attracted to light,
seeking the 'bottom on'ly when alarmed and at night. Therefore turbid
conditions are not favourable to maximum population.
Fig. 6. shows the- typical distribution of fish Qn a beach. The data
were ·collected on the Sailing Club Beach, Jinja, and the results may



















Fig. 6. - Percentage representation of Tilapia and Haplochromis at different
distances from the shore on a semi shel<tered beach (locality 5 in Table I).
(Fig. 3) caNected at the same time. Similar results have been obtaia~d
on other beaches and observation shows that the distribution pattern
is practically universal on gradient beaches. The sampling of the popu-
lation was carried out at midday when the gradient was well estab-
lished. The most striking feature of the distribution is the {{ inverse»
relationship between Haplochromis and Tilapia mentioned above.
Mostly the Haplochromis are distributed off the beach in numbers
increasing with depth. The main concentration of T. zilli GERVAIS is
in the zone of the higher plants, where the larger fish congregate.
This varies according to the distribution of vegetation on the beach.
Both T. variabilis BOULENGER and T. esculenta GRAHAM, when present
in•.pumbers, show their maximum concentration at the shore edge,
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lenta fluctuated on this beach and at times this species comprised up
to 20 % of the Tilapia catch, but mostly was restricted to about 5 'lO.
ln the main this distribution pattern seems to correlate we.N with the
Temperature gradient, as it is initiated when the gmdient comes into
being at 10.00-1LOO hrs. and persists on hot days until 18.00 hrs. Be-
fore and after this the fish appeared more randomly distributed.
FRYER (1961) noted an unmeasured correlation of depth with size;
in most species this was expressible as an approximately linear rela-
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Fig. 7. - Relationship between lengths of fish and depth of water in Hap/a-
chromis and Tilapia species.
mis ssp. Under normal ·circumstances ofif sheltered bea"ches Haplo-
ohromis are distributed .in water too deep for this effect to become
apparent, but on slightly exposed rocky and sandy shores where thae
is little or no gradien1 they segregate as shown. Both T. esculenta and
T. variabilis showed the same effect on all shores examined. T. zilli
showed an anomalous distribution; the smaLlest fish (up to 4 ems.)
were distributed with T. variabilis at the waters edge. Above this size
they congregated in such higher ,vegetation as was available. This
habit is probably associated with the change in diet noted by FRYER
(see above). Large fish of adult size (up to 20 ems.) were also found
in the shallow waters, whereas fish of this size range of both T. escu·
lenta and T. variabilis were not observed. The segregation of size does
not appear to be whoHy dependent on mechanical factors as fish ot































































confined mostly to 10·15 ems. depth. Further, in the morning and
evening considerable mixing of size ranges occured. It is tempting to
correlate this pattern also with gradient conditions, but as yet no
experimental -evidence is forthcoming. Rather the tolerance to tem-
perature is the same in all sizes of smal'l fish. Some indications that
light is in part a controlling factor in this distribution may be taken
from T. leuco~ticta (see below). It is hoped to carry out tests in a
gradient tank to elucidate this point at a later date.
It is apparent that the nursery preferences of the various species
of Tilapia differ,although considerable ovenla~ping occurs. The dif-
ferenoe lies mainly in the degree of shelter and substrate of the pre-
fered shores. The most convenient, but not the most accurate, measure
of the character of these shores was the dissolved oxygen content of
the water. In general tens.ions are very low on sheltered mud bottom-
ed areas, higher on exposed rock or sand beaches, with corresponding
intermediate values on other shore types. The mean peroentage oc-
curence of each species in these dififerent conditions may be -regarded
as some indication of its relative preferances. The data from all
beache.s is expressed .in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. - Comparison of percentage representation of five species of Tilapia in




This species, native to the lake, is distributed mostly on beaches
of slight turbulence and high dissoLved oxygens. It is completely ab-
sent f.rom swamps and lagoons behind the papyrus and in papyrus
channds. WHITEHEAD (1959), records the species as being at Jeast part-
ly riverine and migratory in the Nzoia river. In the Jinja region, de-
spite observations on small inflowing st,reams no T. variabilis have
been recorded. This habit howe,ver would accord well with a prefe-
rence for slightly turbulent weLl aerated areas. In the Jinja regioln
the species was found mainly on muddy bottomed beaches and such
areas as aconCl1ete slipway. In the south of the Lake at Mwanza it
was principally found ove,r sand beaches. FRYER (1961) associated it
mainly with rocky shores, but despite investigation of such sites on
several occasions only a few fish were caught. The drastic change
in lake level may account in part for this absence. As on the beaches
at Jinja the species has afton born some of the characteristics of
T. nilotica iLINNE - about 30 %. Hybridisation of the two species is
suspected WELCOMME (1964).
Length frequency data of populations of T. variabilis give some
indication as to the mortality rate with size. A<lthough migration' is
thought to occur on and off the beaches the essential size structu're
of the population may be assumed to be constant. Exceptions in t~e
case of the larger fish may occur, as above 5 ems. the juveniles ap-
pear to seek slightly different habitats. Table 3 shows the difference
between centimeter classes of a cumulative frequency of the length
data of T. variabilis on a beach. The maximum size was 8.2 ems. and














































in Table 3. - Percentage reduction in numbers of T. variabilis between increases
of size ranges.
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Mean length Minimum Maxil1wm
A) River 1.3 1.1 2.2
B) Shallow swamp 2.3 1.2 5.6 ~
~
e
C) Deep swamp 7.6 1.8 12.6
D) River mouth/lake 12.2 11.4 15.6
Table 4. - Distribution of T. esculenta in a river swamp system.
The loss up ,to 5 ems. is very low, of the order of 25 % of the
initial population; above that length the loss of fish is increased,
mor,e probably by emigration than by mort,aHty.
T. esculenta GRAHAM.
LOWE ((956) notes the presence of T. esculenta in the papyrus
swamp channels. However, sinoe this dat,e, the lake level has risen
considerably and such channels are now very deep. The only regular
Tilapia found throughout a year of sampling in such channels were
T. zilli; no T. escuienta were found during this' period.
As the only other native species in the lake, T. esculenta differs
in its choice of nursery from T. variabilis. Slight overlapping occurs
on certain beaches, but T. esculenta prefers weed grown swamps to
the more open" shores. The young filsh on such beaches usually prefer
the interstices of grass clumps for their abode, moving out into spa-
ces in between the dumps as they increase in size. T. esculenta appear
,less inclined to migrate on and ofif the nursery areas than do the
other species. On 'more open beaches the percentage of T. esculenta
rises night and morning, not by increase in their number but by de-
cre(l.se in the numbe,rs of other species. Furthermore, in their typical
hab,itat there is no reversal of temperature gradient, and since often
the deeper waters are more devoid of oxygen than are the shallow
(Fig. 4), no purpose therefore could be served by migration. In a '[iv~r
swamp system characteristic segregation of size ranges could be
found.
In the river the small fish were ascending on the flood and taking
refuge in small pools where the temperature was above that of the
main stream. The pool was at 20°C. at 10.00 hI'S. and 28°C. by 12.00 hI'S.
the stream remaining at 20c 21°C. At times of excessivef'lood the fry








































































Hons that T. esculenta were found with the riverine shoals of T. varia- •.•
bilis in the Nzoia river and at first it was throught that these fish!
weJ:1e T. variabilis. After keeping them for 6 months in aquaria iden-
tification as T. esculenta was assured.
The population of one swamp was observed during a complete
rainy season. The edge of the swamp lagoon formed a shelf which
was above the level of the water during the dry season. As the water
mse during the rains a shallow beach was formed. This formed « gra-
dients » and was rapidly colonised by increasing numbel1s of T. escu-
lenta. As the pool fell to its original level the numbers of T. esculenta
decl1eased and the numbers of Haplochromis increased accordingly.
At present this whole area is submerged due to the increase in lake
level and is populated by T. esculenta. Similar sites 'were occupied by
the species at Mwanza, notably the beach at Mikuyuni. T. esculenta
seems to have benefitted by the increased nursery areas made avai-
lable by the recent flooding, responding by an increase in number
which at present is benefitting the lake fisheries.
T. zilli GERVAIS.
The most successful of the introduced species, T. zilli is associated
mainly with T. variabilis, sharing its preferJ:1ed nursery grounds. The
means of ov,er fifty readings indicate that on the beaches they.sare,
T. zilli is now numerically the more import1ant species. In the Nhorth
of the lake T. zilli formed 53.5 % and T. variabilis46.'s % of the cateh
of the two species; in the south the equivalent figures were 57.4 %
and 42.6 %. Other environments have been colonised by T. zilli in
addition to the sandy and rocky substrate beaches pnuerred by T.
var;iabilis. It's young (under 3 ems.) are for example found in large
quantities in shallow areas of papymsswamp channels. Like T. varia-
bMis however it is ·absent <from -regions of very low dissolved oxygen.
The younger fish up to- 3.4 ems. are usually associated with T. varia-
biJlis at beach fringes, but the larger individuals tend to congreg;llte
around submerged v,egetation. In certain Decently submerged areas
of beach, this species have been observed to quickly strip the leaves
from the grass Chloris gayana, predominant in these areas. In this
way the fish is Iprobably ;responsible for preventing the choking of
the Ilake side beaches with grass. By contrast the lagoon beaches from
which the species is absent usually become quickly colonised and
ov,ergrown by plants.
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Adult fish v,enture on to the beaches at times and may be seen car-
rying out courtship displays. They obviousIy mate just otf the shelf
of the beach as large shoals of young fish of 1-1.3 mms. may be cau~ht
migrating inwards usually at arbout 1000-1200 hI's. daily.
T. nilotica LINNE.
At present this introduced species is the least numerous, on the
shores of the lake. It was absent from Mwanza, as far as could be
determi1ned, and in Jinja is confined to only a few beaches. Its distri-
bution is simrJar to that of T. esculenta with 'perhaps a slight prefe-
rence for more exposed shores. LOWE (1958) notes the presence of
large quantities of fry of this species on the shallow waters of the
lakes in ~icp it is indigenous. She also remarks on the difference ~n
behaviour in dear and opaque waters. In the latter the young fish ::lre
not confined to the shallower waters but are more widely distributed.
This observation accords weN with the behaviour of this Tilapia on
the Lake Victoria beaches, as the majority of individuals were caught
on calm days when the water was clear. Further as noted above, other
species of Tilapia are numerically less prominent on the nurseries
when turbid conditions prevail.
T. leucosticta TREWAVAS.
This, the third introduced species, has adopted a habitat not re-
gularly exploited by any of the other species in the Jake. Large popu-
lations are found often completely isolated from the Lake in lagoons
or swamps. These are often nearly devoid of oxygen. It has a prefe-
renc-e for ,deeper pools with shallow fringing areas that act as a "ur-
sery for the smaHer fry. For instance at Bugungu, near an extensive
shallow swamp inhabited by T. esculenta were several pools which
had dissolved oxygen content of .6 ppm. These were uncolonised by
the native species, but soon became ,crowded with T. leuco!Yticta. The
normal temperature of the pool was 26°C., and the onIy other inhabi-
tants the anabantid Ctenopoma murei BOULENGER. There was a grass
fringe where the young fry of 1-2 ems. in standard length congregated
at a temperature of 35 to 3·8°C. Similar populations occured in several
other pools. It was noticed that in ,large aquaria T. leucosticta will
« layer out» with smaller indi,viduals at the top and larger individuals
at the bottom. If allowed ,to settle, this arrangement appears very






























































separation of sizes on beaches may in some way be light induced .•.•
T. zilli may show similar phototaxis, as their 1 or 2 cms. long young
are often seen swimming on the surface, whilst the older fish seek
the bottom.
LOWE (1957) remarks on the preference for landlocked bays and
lagoons that this species shows in its native lakes. It would appear
therefore that it has narrowly selected those habitats in Lake Victoria
which correspond to those which it is adapted to elsewhere. The fry,
however, do occur with those of T. nilotica on certain beaches, as
they do in Lake Edward LOWE (1958). These are a minority and the
bulk of the fry are confined to the 'lagoons where they appear to form
isolated and populous groups.
The age-old problem of tmnsfer of fish from one locality to ano-
ther arose when a sewage works pond in the course of excavathn
suddenly appeared crowded with T. leucosticta. This pond had no
connection with the lake and was dug some aistance behind the
swamp fringe of the Lake. However as Hemerkop, Scopus umbretta
have been observed to scoop fish from the waters of fish ponds and
accidentally drop them still living into adjacent ponds, at Kajansi
fishfiarm, Uganda, the reason may not be far to seek. This accidental
dropping of fish prey whilst still living, is probably not confined only
to this bird, but is likely found among most other raptorial fish eaters.
In order to test the relative resistance of Haplochromis and Tila-
pia species and also variations of resistance within the.ge~us Tilapia,
lethal condition experiments were carried out in the laboratory.
A. Fish were collected from the lake by seine netting and were tram-
rerred to the laboratory where they were kept for one week at a
constant temperature 'of 27°C. -During this period t~ey were fed. Tney
were then considered acclimatised and taken in batches of five to
a bath with water at a pre-set -lethal temperature. The time of death
of each fish was noted and the individual survival times plotted loga-
rithmically on a probability scale. The plots thus obta,ined were dis-
tributed log normally and the median survival times could be esti-
mated graphically. The relationship between these medians and the
test temperatures is shown for Haplochromis and T. zilli (Fig. 9) :lud
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Fig. 9.. - Survivall of Haplochromis spp. and Tilapia zilli in -lethal temperatures
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··~Fig. 10. - Comparison of the survival of five species of Tilapia in lethal tempe-





















segregated into species no attempt was made to do this with Hapla:-'
chromis. This genus, due to the large number of species, is difficult to
separate, specially where immature forms are involved. Five recogni-
sably distinct .types commonly occuring on the beaches were used
in the tests. Individual survival times of those types deviated no more
than did individuals of each species of Tilapia. The mean lengths with
the maximum and minimum sizes of fish tested were:
I Haplochromis mean 3.8 largest 7.7 smallest 2.4
II T. zilli 6:6 12.0 2.9
III T. esculenta 4.2 5.3 3.3
IV T. variabilis 4.5 6.7 3.4.' v T. nilotica 4.7 6.0 3.4VI T. leucosticta 5.5 7.8 3.6
B. Box,es were placed on a beach so that at the hottest time of day
water temperature would be 38°C., 37°C, 36°C., 35°C., and 34°C., one
extra box was placed at the 37°C. level to act as a cont,rol. Ten Ha-
plochromis seined from the beach were placed in each box at 09.00
hI'S. except in the control box, into which were placed ten Tilap,ia.



















100 % dead 15.00 hI'S (360 mins.)
None dead
60 % dead 15.00 hr,;;. (360 mins.)
100 % dead 16.00 hI'S. -(420 mins.)
100 % dead 17.00 hI'S. (480 mins.)
30 % dead 17.00 hI'S. (4,80 mins.)
None dead.
tempe-
The laboratory results indicate that Haplochromis have a far lower
tolerance to high temperatures than do all of the Tilapia species and
Fie'ld results from the Lake confirm this. They show further than
Haplochromis can not survive in the shallowest areas of the l.ake at
times of high temperature, whereas Tilapia can.





The Tilapia species vary slightly in their resistance to lethal tem-
perature conditions but in all cases survival to over 1,000 mins. is
assured at 38°C, This temperature is however near the letha'l limits
of most species. At lower time limits more considerable differences
were found, for example at 100 mins. T. esculenta and T. leucosticta
can withstand half a degree more than the other species, excepting
T. nilotica which has a generally higher tolerance. This is in accord
with their preferenc~e for more sheltered beaches- where isoIated poc-
kets of very hi'gh temperature water are likely to occur. It may be
assumed that in both Tilapia and Haplachromis avoidence reactions
will take place before lethal conditions are reached. Thus Haplachro-
mis would leave the beach when temperatures approach 34°C., just
as Tilapia, as we have shown above leave at about 38°C.
Further experiments ar,e to be carried out to define more closely
the tolerances of the Tilapia species to other conditions and will be
the subject of a lat'er paper.
CONCLUSIONS AND ,DISCUSSION
The habitats frequented by the young of Tilapia are invariably
localities where ,~xtremes of physical and chemical conditions occur.
In the Lake such factors are confined principally to sheltered shores
of the « Gradient» type, and even then only reach their fullest extent
on calm hot days. By contrast the « non gradient » beaches are mainly
inhaJbited by Haplachromis species, which also appear on « Gradient»
beaches mainly at night or on overcast cold days. Tht main factor
undedying these specialisations of habit,at has been shown in the
laboratory to be a differential tolerance of high temperature condi-
tions. This difference in survival enables Tilapia to withstand tempe-
ratures as high as J.8° Centigrade with impunity whereas Haplochro-
mis die within a ,few minutes. The temperature gradients reverse
during the night, and at about the same time Tilapia have been ob-
served to leave the beaches, presumably for deeper waters. Whether
in fact this movement is in response to the reversal of the temper&
ture gradient, as seems likely, has not yet been determined, but it
is hoped to clarify the question ,experimenta'1ly at a later date. It does
seem however more than coincidental that these juvenile fish con-
trive to keep in water of maximum temperature at all times. This is
n<Qt surprising in the light of CRTDLAND'S (1962) experiments on T.













































both growth rate and the onset of sexual maturity. In addition the
ha:bit of entering hot waters that few other fish can tolerate may
have effects additional to mere segregation for competi,tors for food.
It is possible for example that such conditions are a necessity for
sustained good health, and thus for a high survival rate. To a certain
ext,ent ,this idea is supported by the survival of CRIDLAND'S fish which
did much better in his warm and hot tanks than in the cooler ones.
It is :doubtful whether young Tilapia feed at night, as such fish as
have been observed nocturnally, ,both on the beach or in the labo-
ratory, appear to « sleep» immobile on the bottom. By contrast on
the beaches during the day the fish can be dbserved feeding actively
on the epiphytic algae or rooting in the mud or sand. There appear
to !be few other fish that can exploit this rich source of food due to
the temperature barrier. Similarly this same barrier, together with
the shelter afforded by the weed grown shallows must keep at bay
the attentions of various predators. JACKSON (1961) comments on the
presence of the young of Tilapia mac-rochir BOULENGER in sheltered
beaches shielded by Vo~sia cuspidata. Whilst in part the adoption of
this habitat would be in conformity with the behaviour of Tilapia
spedes discussed here, no doubt the impact of predation by Hydro-
cyon vittatus reinforces the tendency to use these shelt,ered beaches.
Without doubt, were there a fish of the nature of Hydrocyon in 'Lake
Victoria, considerable benefit would be derived from the adoption of
such phys1kally inacc-essible regions. As it is however, the main pre-
datory fish in the lake are the supposedly nocturnal Clarias mossam-
bicus and Bagms docmac which are often caught just otfs~re of « Ti-
lapia » beaches. If the fish desert the beach at night, as they appear
to, in favour of deeper waters they are placing themselves within
reach of the predators mentioned above. On balance therefore, it
does not appear that 1;he nursery habit is adopted primarily as a pro-
tection for the vulneralble young against direct predation by these
spedes in this l:ake. It appears rather that it is an adaptation to
secure a source of food prot,ected against competitors of other genera.
For instance many of the Haplochromis found on the beaches in the
absenoe of Tilapia are of the « obliquidens » type described by GREEN-
WOOD (l956) which to a large extent utilise similar foods and methods
of feeding to the young Tilapia. On 'beaches of the « Non Gradient »
type species of this group of Haplochromis are often plentiful and
probably cont,ribute to the absence of large quantities of Tilapia. That
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pres,enoe of small numbers of T. zilli and T. variabilis on most of such
areas examined. It appears by and large that Haplochromis in the
absence of Temperature gradients, can compete successfu'1ly with
Tilapia excluding them from beaches where the conditions are not
extreme, and forcing the latter to seek more rigorous environments
for their nurseries. Competition for space and the consequent « bul-
lying » of small fish by larger fish, is .largely eliminated on the nul"
series by the segregation of size with depth that is such a noticeable
feature of these beach communities.
This knowledge suggests a few practical measures which may im-
prove the position of Tilapia both in pond culture and in the Lake.
In those poods ~hich are not subject to tot~l! cropping and are de·
pendant on self maintaining populations, the health and growth rate
of the fry are obviously important factors in the total productivity,
That Tilapia in such ponds have a preference for very shallow hot
watas is· bm-ne out by observations at ~ajansi fish farm where nu·
menous fry were observed under such conditions. It may therefore
be beneficial to provide shallow areas of depths from 0-20 ems. at
the edges of such ponds. Likewise in the l,ake it would appear that in
certailJ1 areas la~k of suitable nursery grounds could be limiting the
population. There are many areas on the 'lake edge that could be uti·
lised for the c·onS'truction of shallow beaches, especially on waste
s'Vampy ground behind many of the papyrus fringe swamps, that
would have the required shelter. Such measures would be bound to
affect the numbers of fry surviving and reaching maturity in the Lake,
While the need for new bea,ches is pI'esent there is also a need to
prot'eet those aIready in existence. In some areas the pI'actice of seine
netting for Haplochromis is extens~vely us,ed. While the beaches
s,eined are of the « non gradient )} type which are usually the most
productive of this genus no harm comes to the Tilapia populations
If howev,er the s,eine is dr:awn over a gradient type of beach large
quantities of juvenile Tilapia of little commercial value will be need-
lessly destroyed.
SUMMARY
The beaches of Lake Victoria may be divided into « gradient »
and « non grad~ent » t)'1pes depending on the physioal and chemical
conditions of the ,waters relative to those of the Lake. The type ot



































































prising its geography. The presence or absence of cichlid fish depends
on the type of beach. Generally the Tilapia are found on « gradient »
and Haplochromis on « non gradient» beaches. Populations of Tilapia
move on and off the beach in respons1e to diurnal variations of tem-
perature reaching a maximum at mid·day. Similar numerical respon-
ses are evoked by weather dependant temperatuve changes. An ap-
pl'Oximately Hnear relationship exists between length of fish and the
p'I1eterred depth of water on the beach. Species of Tilapia have charac-
teristic preferences for nursery environments, these differ within the
framework of the gradient beach but overlapping occurs. T. variabilis
and T. zilli prefer « hard» bottoms and well aerated water, T. leuco-
~t~cta prefers de-oxygenated conditions, and the other two species
have requirements intermediate to these extremes. Experimental evi-
dence is pl'Oduoed for the greater resistence to high temperature by
Tilapia relative to Haplochromis; the resistances of Tilapia species
are compared. Aspects of the effects of temperature gradients are
discussed in relation to predation and competition between species.
Suggestions for certain practical measures arising from the work are
proposed.
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